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Note : This question p.aper_contqr ryo sections. Section-A contains objective type
questions,Section-Bcontainsdescriptiveanswertypequestions.

SECTION - A
This section contains objective type questions. Attempt all questions. 10 x I : 10

l. (a) Filluptheblanks: . .1'r":i'

(1) Thenaturalacceptanceofahumanbeingis with time.
' (ii) The activities of the self are co[tinuous while those of the body are

(iii) 'Otherwise-evaluation' is a. fom.of , for a human being. 
,(iv) The nature is collection of _. i-' (v) Right understandi.g prornidorh..boi*rfore human conduct. ?

' -- : .' '.". .: .'li, i.,' r . . :(b) Match the following so that the termrr rn the left have the closest link to those on
j

. [i] Hi::'sPace [li Hfi"
(c) Justice (iiD Sirbmergence
(d) Skills and values (iv) Unethical
(e) Hoarding (v) Complimentary

SECTION - B !

There are five questions in this section. Attempt all questions. 8 x 5 :40 
:

2. Attempt any two questions : (4 +4 = 8)
(a) What are the different levels of human living ? Explain how are they interrelated. I

Oi what i' til ';;;;i'"r,i"rirv "it;ppt"ri'-rb; 
;;; b;;;tu;#;;, i

l,rolating to your own life. :

(c) Lr your own self-exploration, how will you make out whether you are veriffing
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3. Attempt any two questions : (4+4=8)

(a) Analyse how the needs of the self are continuous in time and limited in quantity,
while those of the body are not.

O) Make a list of any three activities that you do within thq 'Self, and categogize

. them zN being Desire (imaging), Thought (analysing) or Exp.ectation

(cl In any glven situation, how do you make out whether your desire is based on
sensation, 6r preconditioning or your nafural acceptance. Justify your answer with
examples.

4. Attempt any two questions : (4+4=8)
(a) What is the natural outcome of having trust in relationship ? Illustrate it in any

two cases that a sfudent of any professional institution can come across in hislher
relationships. .i

(b) Discuss how we can ensure affection in a family for each other. According to you,
what plays the major role here, feelings.or physical facilities ? Justify.

(c) How will you characteize the development of a society ? Discuss in the light of
comprehensive human goal.

5. Attempt any two questions : (4 + 4:8)
(a) Critically examine the role of 'madness for profit' in human being for the

destruction of other three orders of nature.

(b) Apply your understanding of the 'natural characteristic' of the other three orders
of nature and suggest howhuman beings can fulfill ihe need for physical facilities
based.on this understanding. First iirt the natural characteristics and then expfain.

(c) Take the case of an adivasi viilage in krdia, where there is scarcity of water.
Suggest few ways to ensure prosperity in that area ensuring hannony with the
nafure.

6. Attempt any two Questions : (4 + 4:8)
(a) What do you understand by profession ? How do you apply the understanding you

got in this course in your profession to ensure ethical living ? Answer
categorically. l

O) Mention any three holistic technologies'which can be used'for the fulfillmllrt of
household needs. Suggest at least one area for research in any of these
technologies. ;'

(c) Coinpare any three inputs that yotr got through this course with your earlier pre-
conditionings and explain how this will help you play a meaningful role in the
society at large after you graduate.
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